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Abstract:  

Residual elastic strain in naturally deformed, quartz-containing rocks can be measured quantitatively 

in a petrographic thin section with high spatial resolution using Laue microdiffraction with white synchrotron 

x-rays. The measurements with a resolution of one micrometer allow the quantitative determination of the 

deviatoric strain tensor as a function of position within the crystal investigated. The observed equivalent strain 

values of 800-1200 microstrains represent a lower bound of the actual preserved residual strain in the rock, 

since the stress component perpendicular to the cut sample surface plane is released. The measured equivalent 

strain translates into an equivalent stress in the order of ~ 50 MPa.  
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Introduction Quartz is ubiquitous in a wide variety of sedimentary, igneous and metamorphic 

rocks. It is well known for its ‘undulatory’ extinction when viewed with a petrographic  microscope and 



crossed polarizers. This is caused by fragmentation of the single crystal  into individual domains, separated by 

dislocation walls, and occurs during plastic deformation. Since the domains are formed by the exposure to a 

non-hydrostatic stress field, crystals showing these optical effects may preserve some amount of residual 

elastic strain. This has been suggested based on a measurable degree of optical birefringence observed in 

nominally uniaxial quartz crystals (Starkey 2000). The quantitative documentation of residual elastic strain 

preserved in quartz in a natural rock has been hampered by experimental difficulties. Neutron diffraction has 

been used to measure internal strains in metals (Daymond 2006; Hauk 1997; Noyan and Cohen 1987) and 

sandstones (Pintschovius et al. 2000; Darling et al. 2004). The disadvantage of using diffraction on bulk 

polycrystalline samples is that it averages over many orientations, thereby limiting spatial resolution. This 

limitation can be overcome by using a microfocused (~ 1 µm) synchrotron X-ray beam with a large energy 

spectrum (white beam) and recording local Laue single-crystal diffraction images with a high spatial 

resolution within a single grain. Laue diffraction has previously been used to assess qualitatively the defect 

structure of deformed quartz (Wenk 1966). By comparing derived lattice information with theoretical values 

for unstrained crystals yields a quantitative characterization of the orientation matrix of the specific local spot, 

as well as the deviatoric component of the strain tensor (Tamura et al. 2002). In this paper, we report a first 

application of microfocus X-ray diffraction to quantify the relative orientation and residual deviatoric strain in 

quartz from granite in the vicinity of a deformation zone. It appears that considerable residual strains are 

indeed preserved.  
 

Experiments The sample we have chosen for this investigation is a granite adjacent to the Santa 

Rosa mylonite zone in Southern California that grades from ductile deformation at depth to brittle 

deformation (Wenk 2000; Pehl and Wenk 2004). An uncovered thin section of sample PC 89 was 

prepared in a standard way (30 µm thickness, mounted on a glass slide with epoxy). Quartz shows 



undulatory extinction (Fig. 1a) and for this study we selected a crystal that is surrounded by biotite, 

muscovite and plagioclase. Results from this moderately deformed quartz grain were then compared with 

a 30 µm thick thin-section of a hydrothermally grown synthetic quartz crystal. Experiments were 

performed on beamline 12.3.2 of the Advanced Light Source of Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory. A white 

(5 keV < E < 22 keV) X-ray beam is focused with a set of Kirkpatrick-Baez mirrors to a 1 µm x 1 µm spot. 

The sample is placed on a high-precision stage and scanned through the X-ray beam at its focus spot. At 

each step a Laue diffraction pattern is collected in reflection geometry, using a Mar133 X-ray-CCD 

detector mounted at 90º to the incident beam (Fig. 2, insert). The sample to detector distance is calibrated 

with a Si-crystal mounted on the thin section next to the scanned area. More details on the experimental 

set-up are given in Kunz et al. (2009). All Laue patterns were automatically indexed using the local 

software package Xmas (Tamura et al. 2003). A typical experimental image with some selected indexed 

reflections is shown in Figure 2. Considerable peak-splitting is evident, indicating significant 

misorientations and strain, even within the small diffracting volume. Two scans with different spatial 

resolution were recorded. The first enclosed an area of 1.475 mm x 0.575 mm with a step size of 25 µm. 

Within this area, a second more detailed scan recorded 0.27 mm x 0.195 mm with 5 µm step-resolution. 

The zoomed-in area with 2106 measurements which we are going to present here is indicated on Figure 

1a. A scan is performed in a few hours, data processing takes considerably longer. In each Laue image, 

multiple spots were indexed using reference values for the quartz unit cell (a = 4.921 Å, c = 5.4163 Å, 

Glinnemann et al. 1992). The misfit between the indexed patterns and the reference patterns are 

interpreted as residual elastic strain. Since the Laue patterns contain no information on the absolute size of 

the indexed unit cells, this only reveals the deviatoric part of the strain tensor, ε’11, ε’22, ε’33, ε’12, ε’13, ε’23. 

The strain tensor is given in sample coordinates with ε’11 parallel to X, ε’22 parallel to Y and ε’33 



perpendicular to the thin section. When fitting the residual strain from Laue patterns, we assume the 

volume-change to be zero. The results from the indexation were further analyzed with respect to grain 

overlap and differences in orientation between individual indexed domains. Only indexations with at least 

30 matching reflections were considered to be valid. For two domains within a frame to be considered 

different crystals, their relative rotation around the c-axis had to be more than 0.5º and the orientation of 

the hexagonal c-axes had to differ by more than 1º. The magnitude of the deviatoric strain tensor is 

estimated as the ‘equivalent strain’ defined as (Liu 2005)  

 

Or in principle axis orientation: 

 

We use microstrains as units (i.e. 10
-6 

εeq).  

 

Results The deviatoric strain tensor measured for the synthetic quartz serves as a reference to assess the 

instrumental contribution to the refined deviatoric strain tensor of 100 the natural sample. The magnitude 

of the equivalent strain is small (ε’eq ~ 300 microstrains) and corresponds to instrumental noise (Fig. 3b). 

Figure 1b shows the number of unique indexed grain domains per image for each scanned point for the 

zoomed-in region. Large coherent areas with only one valid, unique orientation are separated by relatively 

narrow rims where two distinct orientations could be indexed. No grains at all were successfully indexed 

in areas where the beam hit a solid or fluid inclusion. Figure 1c shows the change in orientation of the 



quartz grain over the corresponding area shown in Figure 1b. The orientation angle is depicted as the 

angle between the trace of the trigonal c-axis on the sample surface (arrow) and the vertical Y axis on this 

plane (counting clockwise). The Laue analysis establishes that the grain under consideration has its c-axis 

more or less parallel to the sample surface. The values within the measured area range by about 1º. Again 

we recognize coherent areas with small to no variation, separated by sharply changing boundaries. For us 

most significant are variations of the equivalent strains (Fig. 1d). They range from ~ 600 to 1900 

microstrains. The distribution does not show a correlation with the orientation or the  number of indexed 

grain-domains. When looking at the individual strain components of the strain tensor along the sample 

coordinate axes, one finds the Z-component (perpendicular to the thin section) to be much smaller 

(~average value -20 microstrains.) than the X- (average +300 microstrains, corresponding to tension) and 

Y- (average -300 microstrains, corresponding to compression) components. The values measured for the 

Z component are thus at or below the strain resolution of the method applied (~ 50 microstrains).  

 

Discussion The variation of the direction of the c-axis is about ~ 1°. This is consistent with the variation 

of optical extinction angle across the measured portion of the grain and with EBSD studies of undulatory 

quartz. Obviously, the Laue determination of the orientation (Fig. 1c) is more sensitive than the optical 

image (Fig. 1a). Within the zoomed in area,there is a bimodal distribution of orientations, which is 

highlighted in a histogram (Fig. 3a). Two peaks are separated by a ~0.5° misorientation. This is consistent 

with the interpretation of relatively undeformed subgrains separated by dislocation walls. The 

interpretation is further supported by comparing the distribution of number of grains indexed (Fig. 1b) 

with the map of the variation in orientation (Fig. 1c). It is apparent that the narrow areas where two or 

more different grains could be indexed in an image correlate with the domain boundaries depicted as areas 



with different subgrain orientation. In the areas of the domain boundaries, the incident x-ray beam 

penetrates through both domains before being absorbed by the sample. The fact that this gives rise to two 

sharp and distinct Laue patterns indicates that the domains are separated by sharp domain boundaries, 

rather than a gradual bending. Comparing the equivalent strain determined from the freely grown, 

synthetic quartz with the values measured for natural quartz from granite we find considerable 

differences. For synthetic quartz equivalent strain is ~ 300 microstrains (Fig. 3b, shaded), which is the 

limit of the instrumental resolution. For the natural quartz in the Santa Rosa granite, average equivalent 

strains are ~ 1000 microstrains. The strain distribution is 400  microstrains FWHM. The clear difference 

between the naturally deformed quartz grain and the synthetic quartz single crystal indicates that the 

observed strains are not an artifact of the thin section preparation or the experimental method. For the 

natural quartz grain, strains perpendicular to the thin section are an order of magnitude smaller than in the 

section plane. We explain this by the apparent stress release perpendicular to the cut plane when preparing 

a thin section. Any observed strain perpendicular to the plane is thus mainly a result of Poisson type 

deformation caused by the in-plane stress. Since the volume strain is assumed to be zero on a crystal 

surface, the measured deviatoric strain is dominant within the X-Y-plane with a negative correlation 

between perpendicular strain components. Note the opposite sign of the measured strain components: 

tensile along X and compressive along Y, respectively. The values refined for the out-of-plane Z 

components are an order of magnitude smaller than the in-plane components. They are in the limit of the 

strain resolution. The measured strain is not necessarily identical to the strain preserved in an un-cut bulk 

sample, but rather represents a lower limit given by the total strain minus the released component 

perpendicular to the surface. This has also been observed in metals (e.g., Hauk 1997).  From the measured 

deviatoric strain tensor ε’kl one can deduce the deviatoric stress field σ’ij experienced by the quartz grain 



within its setting, applying Hooke’s Law σ’ij = cijkl · ε’kl. Using the elastic stiffness tensor by Ogi et al 

(2006) for α-quartz, combined with the measured strain tensor, we derive a residual stress tensor 

corresponding to an equivalent stress of approximately 50 MPa.   This is a first documentation of high 

residual lattice strains in natural minerals. Similar patterns are routinely observed in metals with the Laue 

technique (e.g., Tamura et al. 2003), from X-ray line broadening (e.g., Biermann et al. 1993) and with 

neutron diffraction (e.g., Daymond et al. 2000; Krawitz 2001). The advantage of this technique over the 

use of neutrons is the intrinsically higher spatial resolution to determine both orientation and residual 

strain tensor. The main limitation is the restriction to probing  surface regions with a penetration depth of 

a few tens of microns and thus not obtaining full information about the stress state of a crystal. This can be 

partially overcome by utilizing a higher X-ray energy, as is available on high-energy synchrotrons such as 

the APS and ESRF. The so-called 3DXRD technique utilizes hard monochromatic X-rays (> 50 keV) in 

transmission geometry. The beam size is chosen to be on the order of the grain size. Because the X-ray 

energy is fixed and known, full strain tensors may be obtained unambiguously for the indexed bulk grains 

(Jacobsen et al. 2007). The 3DXRD technique may be employed in the future to examine the residual 

stress states in deeply embedded neighborhoods of grains in natural mineral samples. The disadvantage of 

3DXRD is its insensitivity to intragranular strain-differences and spatial resolution.  

We have established that in natural quartz from moderately deformed granite significant lattice strains 

exist that provide at least a lower limit of stresses that this rock has undergone in its geologic history. 

However, we should not generalize based on a single sample and the method needs now to be applied to 

minerals from a wide range of environments. Also it needs to be explored if and how residual strains relate 

to crystal orientation. The method opens a whole range of exciting new possibility for stress analysis of 

materials of interest in mineral physics.  
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Figure Captions Figure 1. (a) Petrographic thin section of Santa Rosa granite displaying a quartz grain with 

undulatory extinction. Crossed polars. (b) Map of selected area showing the number of subgrains that were 

indexed from Laue patterns. The insert shows details of reflections across a subgrain boundary. (c) Map 

showing c-axis orientation relative to the vertical plot axis. The approximate orientation of the c-axis is shown 

by arrow. (d) Map of equivalent lattice strain as defined in the text (units in microstrains/1000).  Figure 2. 

Individual Laue pattern with some selected reflections indexed. The insert shows a schematic of the 

experimental geometry.   

Figure 3: Histograms of (a) c-axis misorientations and (b) equivalent lattice strain. In (b) a quartz single crystal (grey 

shaded bars) is compared with the deformed quartz from granite (unfilled bars).  



 



 



  


